May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joy Bush

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph Colletti
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. K Sayles

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Grown women of today have not had these problems when they were growing up. Would your wife and the women in the departments today have liked the changes that are proposed? None of them had these issues so none of them know the ramifications of these issues! All adult women need to really look at the proposed changes and see if they are really necessary! Remembering their own young years should help them realize that change is NOT needed!

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bernadette Kroska
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Butler
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heather Beck
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gerald Tonnell
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dianne Massey
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May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. George Ekman
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Marisol Valentin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Matthew Morrison
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Missy Smith
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. April Gill
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Joy Whitney
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Hala Sayed
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jean Granger
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).”

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marie... Kenney

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeremy Weaber

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anna Dorner
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynda Unknown

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Judy Gates
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Christensen

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Jaffee

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bonny Cadwallader
May 28, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mona Garrett
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeff Arendt
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christine Koch

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Vollink

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stephanie Bogue

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marilyn Sakowski
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynn Blair
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Bruce Felix
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Michelle Schommer
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Salvatore

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Barry Schleicher

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Chris Spengler
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Rumbaugh

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joanne Millum
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Philip Monroe
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Theresa Hikita

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cathy Hoyt
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Nelson
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Paul Krause"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 21:10:12 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Krause

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Chojnowski

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Russ and Kimberly Fisher
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Vulnerable children must indeed be protected, but not at the cost of a disconnect from truth. Science affirms that gender is determined by genetics. It clearly is not a choice.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls or boys.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This censorship is an erosion of the foundation of democracy. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. They must be able to teach them truth, keep them committed to living in reality, and refuse indoctrination into delusion. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Daniel McLean
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Caroline Parker

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Do not change Title IX to let biological males compete as girls. This is demeaning to women.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Stanich

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dennis Simmons

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rob Dandridge
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Forcing girls to share bathrooms and locker rooms with boys is dangerous and forcing girls to compete against biological boys is discrimination against girls.

Thank you,

Mrs. Phyllis Vos

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ginger Kubena

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Jones
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I recognize there are many lifestyles choices out there. I cannot dictate how individuals should live their lives. But it should not be forced on our students. We can educate children how to be kind... period. Whether it is because of an individuals gender identity or because of the color of their skin.. or the neighborhood they live in.. or their disability. But I do not think that we need to change laws and force the issue on kids. Most kids are not equipped to understand the complexity of the issue.. and it goes against religious freedoms. As a God fearing, Bible believing individual, God is pretty clear about creating man and woman.. He didn't make a mistake and to force individuals to accept it as ok... is.. well.. not okay. We are called
to still love people who are lost or confused but not condone their choices. If I remember correctly, our country was founded on belief in God and religious freedom. It is one of the things that makes our nation great. Don’t take away our freedom.

And just as a side, there is something inherently unsafe about allowing biological males to share showers with biological females. I have three daughters and that thought terrifies me. They should not have to live with that fear.

And how about the ridiculousness of allowing biological males to participate in female sports. I am pretty sure not matter what surgery or medication/hormones one is taking, a biological male, still as a general rule, has longer/stronger bone structure, greater muscle mass, larger lung capacity, and greater blood volume, just to name a few. All of these characteristics give biological males an unfair advantage over females, even females at the top of their game. After all the work done to create opportunity for females in sports this would completely undermine all of it and take us back to limited opportunity for females.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stacy Swan

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Morella DEL REAL
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Hicks
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jane Goedtel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gene Niesen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Department of Education has no business redefining gender. Boys are boys and girls are girls! The idea of having boys self identifying as girls and competing in girls sports is absurd. Boys should not have access to girls locker rooms or showers!

It is sad that we have reached the point where this is even being considered!

Thank you,

Mr. John Blanco
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Shannon Nell
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Annette Bail
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vicki Wireman

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dorothy Emmanuel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director:
Because I work with teenage girls, I am writing to you about the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)," which were crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls.

In the best interest of girls, it is important that the government follow the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. Unfortunately, the Administration's and the Department's actions seem to be moving to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and take opportunities from women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys, which would have violated the privacy of girls. Girls were protected from this invasion of privacy when a nationwide injunction stopped it.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. It is important that science be considered in making this decision. Science makes clear that every cell in a male body remains male even when hormones are administered and when the external parts of the body are change. That research can easily be accessed and used to help you make this decision.

And when girls speak up about competing against biological boys or having to share spaces with them which violates their privacy, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities or privacy to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing scientifically questionable gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing these gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you for helping to protect girls and women by making a wise decision and giving and protecting girls opportunities and privacy,
Sherry Swanson

(b)(6)

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherry Swanson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Georgia Jacobson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christina Streit
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cheryl Lang

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sherry Zanone"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 20:40:08 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherry Zanone

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Liz Simpson"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 20:40:08 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Liz Simpson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. I question how this agenda fits into the realm of Government.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT THE ROLE of the federal government. The Department must REJECT implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a grandmother of several grandchildren, as a retired teacher, I strongly encourage you to be mindful of your choices. It is very clear to me that the male and female needs to be given privacy and full gender consideration. Protect our young people and keep female with female and male with male. Why would government put their nose in Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity. Don't the kids have enough to deal with already without adding this dynamics to their fragile emotional well-being.

Thank you,
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. A Cole
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Michele Margiotta

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Candace Cawley

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Kingue
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Galin Descoteaux

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Simone Neri
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carole Homoney
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Aida Garcia
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janine Ford

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Schwartzhoff
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Sir, I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janice Jurczyk

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Deborah Lawing

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Anne Gebhardt
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I want to make it clear that while I disagree with the LGBTQ/Transgender agenda and ideology, I do not hate or wish harm toward anyone, and I believe they should have equal access to opportunities, but you can't trample on the rights and dignity of a large group to satisfy a small group whose basis for complaints is questionable and goes against science, facts and truth!! Playing a pretend game to protect people’s feelings and emotions while completely ignoring the much larger group of students and parents is not the way to resolve this situation!!

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am worried and concerned! I am writing to you about the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Hart
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Skystimas
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Joanne Godlewsky

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. JoAnn Fultz
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I find it ludicrous that I even need to send this email be of some of the government *imposing and infringing* upon our children. I am outraged and will not stand for this. My children, nor any other child I care about, will have this agenda forced upon them. I am not willing to stand idly by and watch the government impose these things that can drastically alter their lives in the wrong direction. It's not their place and they need to step back and sit down!

Thank you,

Mrs. Erica Smith
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert B Mack

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information. I'm [redacted] years old and among those who fought long and hard to see Title IX see fruition. Now I see that you are going to do your level best to totally gut what has been a premier way for young girls to achieve their dreams of sports.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. I don't know of a single doctor who can tell you that biological girls and biological boys have the same musculature no matter how they want to identify.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Patricia Gunz

(b)(6)
Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Gunz

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Fitzke
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dwight Speir
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paula Dudek

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Ketelsen

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carmen Conneran

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Athena Biggs
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judy Bowles

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ann Newton
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Carolyn Raney

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carey Kessler
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. P Wolcken

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Carlos del Real

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Melinda Ackerman (b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Olmsted
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Maija McLean

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Reynolds

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

As a concerned citizen and grandparent, I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Theresa Shy
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Grant

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. I am in shock to think you would actually consider putting boys and girls in the same shower rooms, dorm rooms, hotels etc. This is not okay. What has happened to the country I have loved for 74 years!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Anita McMahan
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Edward Kosewicz

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Please reject the thought of what the government is thought of ANY and ALL sexual identity. This is very dangerous to the mental state of our children.

The Federal government is NOT the parents to our children, and we must stand up against their ideologies.

Thank you,

Mrs. Antoinette Mansfield

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

From a concerned parent who has children in the public school system, I am extremely concerned that the Biden administration has clearly ignored the definitions, purpose and scope of the law. I believe the parental rights are being excluded and the administration is threatening the innocence of our children by forcing the gender identity crisis down the throats of the next generation.

I am writing to request for the Department to protect the parental rights and give those right back to teach their own children about sex, gender, self worth and identity. This is certainly NOT the role of the federal government and must be stopped from radicalizing the gender ideology on a national scale.

The Department of Education MUST stop this from continuing down a horrible path before it ruins our nation and it's children.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Johnson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

This is so personal to my family. The culture and government think that they are creating equality but in reality they are just changing who they exclude. Now they are excluding people with classic worldviews, like my Christian family and attempting to punish us for wanting to teach our children that there is a difference between girls and boys. Common sense has gone out the window in exchange for radical agendas I never thought I'd see in my lifetime. If some people want to jump on these false trains - then fine I'm not going to force them to stop. But I'd appreciate if they'd also continue to let our family live according to our deeply held convictions and stop teaching my children these things in the public schools. Take it out. Leave it with the families.
Stick to the basics. These are unproven ideas. PLEASE, I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erin Roneree

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kathleen Leto
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorraine Ryberg
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patrick Robison
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terre Kepler
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sandra Madsen

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

This is so personal to my family. The culture and government think that they are creating equality but in reality they are just changing who they exclude. Now they are excluding people with classic worldviews, like my Christian family and attempting to punish us for wanting to teach our children that there is a difference between girls and boys. Common sense has gone out the window in exchange for radical agendas I never thought I'd see in my lifetime. If some people want to jump on these false trains - then fine I'm not going to force them to stop. But I'd appreciate if they'd also continue to let our family live according to our deeply held convictions and stop teaching my children these things in the public schools. Take it out. Leave it with the families.
Stick to the basics. These are unproven ideas. PLEASE.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erin Roneree

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dan Hansen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Linda Reed

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeff Schwefel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Cressell
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Victoria Dalessio
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual
Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving
enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title
IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational
opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the
Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of
this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far,
have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and
steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if
schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels
with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This
Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at
sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.
And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not
force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender
ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender
ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betty Carbone
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Phyllis Wheeler

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Melvin Rediger
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kenissa Elliott
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Landis

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Mechele Hickey
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Sherry Knoppers

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheryl Mize
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janice Carlson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sylvia Krutsch

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carole Simone
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gregory Goldblatt
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government AND HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH EDUCATION!. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Shumaker
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jan Maclauchlin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

It is not the responsibility of educators to teach 'morals.' The education system is to teach children to compete in Math, Science, English, Literature, studies that prepare children for college or tech school. There are people who work the registers that can't give change if the computers go down. Children should learn the true history of this great country and what makes the United States the greatest country in the world. It is not something to be ashamed of but embraced. God is the great Creator. Our founding fathers lifted this new country up to God in prayer. I believe they would not recognize what we've become. Educators should encourage education, for children to be their best at Math, spelling, reading. Children should learn...
about our government, how it works at the local level on up to the federal level. Education should not reflect on any level anything to do with the color of your skin or male or female. 2+2 always equals four every time.

It is the responsibility of the parent to teach their children morals. I personally do not want someone infecting young mind's with something that is immoral. All this talk of transgenderism is exactly that and sinful. It is just wrong! Please keep any of President Biden's policies out of our schools.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherrie Stoops

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paul Barrett
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker room, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Clinton Alexander
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eric Unks
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Deberry
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Annette Wiemann

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to WOMEN and GIRLS. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Greg Litowski

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Caudle

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Noble
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

As a father of three girls I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must adamantly reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Frank Hultslander
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Alan Vockrodt

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Frye
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Girls and women are considered the weaker sex, but that has nothing to do with their courage or intellect. It has everything to do with the fact that males are typically larger, stronger and faster. Women should be able to compete in events that are not slanted against them by laws meant to protect the rights of people who have chosen to live lives as though they were a different sex. That choice, although held sincerely doesn't erase the inherent advantage hormonal and physical advantage they were born with.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Andrew Wallace
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Staub

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Please reject the thought of what the government is thought of ANY and ALL sexual identity. This is very dangerous to the mental state of our children.

The Federal government is NOT the parents to our children, and we must stand up against their ideologies.

Thank you,

Mrs. Antoinette Mansfield
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mardette Hemann

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sue Hardley
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I strongly oppose any changes in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include sexual orientation and gender identity. I feel this is very wrong and should not be a policy.

Thank you,

Miss Frances Goetz

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Becky Borrego

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am a retired elementary public school teacher and a grandmother. I have concerns about the Education Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing" to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of the Title IX Education Amendments.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department of Education have completely ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

When women and girls compete against boys, they lose. When legislation supports the competition of girls against boys, girls lose. The biology is obvious. When a baby is born, the doctor looks at the baby and states, "It's a girl" or "It's a boy". Girls losing to boys in athletic competitions is clearly discrimination to girls and women. Perhaps a fair solution would be to have sporting events that include these categories: boys events, girls events, and transgender events.

The Department of Education and the Biden Administration cannot and should not legislate radical gender ideologies. Parents in the home are to teach their children about sex and the government is supposed to respect this right. For the sake of children thriving in the family, the Department of Education and Biden Administration must allow the family to do their job. If parents were allowed to do their job without government intrusion, there would be a lot less confusion for children growing up in this already confusing world.

I am asking the Department of Education and Biden Administration to stop the implementation of radical gender ideologies in our nation!

Thank you for your time.

Sally Atkin
Thank you,

Mrs. Sally Atkin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I strongly oppose incorporating sexual orientation and gender identity in national education policies. Especially concerning is girls needing to share locker rooms with boys. It is well known that males have definite physical advantages over females. To allow the two sexes together undermines one of the original objectives of Title IX which was to upgrade and give girls more advantages in sports.

Thank you.

Phil Beckenhauer

(b)(6)

Thank you,

Mr. Phil Beckenhauer

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I strongly oppose education policies that redefine "sex" to include sexual orientation and gender identity.

Thank you,

Ms. Jean Meck

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Angela Scheett
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Albert Miller"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 20:10:05 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

I have two daughters of my own who are working hard to make their way in this world. We do not need to inject this politically motivated rhetoric into our schools. I will not stand for it. I will not allow biological males to use the same locker room or bathroom that my daughters do, just because they one day decide to call themselves female or because they can't decide what sex they want to be. If there are such people in our schools that can't figure out what their sex is, they should seek medical help. We should not be playing along with their gender-disphoria and confuse them even more.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
May 28, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Waller
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Madonna Kukman

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Longenbach
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kathy Froman

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Keiser
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lou Gardner
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ana Sanchez Navarro

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert and Grau

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Finney

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sara French
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Penny Petersen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I was ten years old, turning eleven when Title IX was implemented. Most Americans can’t imagine a time when girls were not allowed to compete against girls only. If a girl wanted to participate in sports, she had to work to be on the boys’ team.

We can’t allow girls to be forced to again compete against boys/males, even if those males want to test their skills and most likely best the girls. Breaking records in female competitions is easier if you happen to be a male.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mrs. Anna Hazel

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rose Nadler

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Vincent Terlizzi

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Brenda Sunday

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Don Maness

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lillian Pentz
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Youyi Peng
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Valerie Brown

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marjorie Centifanto
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Boles
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gladys Brown

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jacqueline Rojas

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patty Bertrand

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Stop harming our children.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Kraus

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy McDonnell

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Barnes
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph Franceus
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Ryder

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Johnny Kazarian
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Millie Beer

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Sharpe
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I greatly disagree with what Biden is trying to push through as I have a young daughter and I am not willing to let the privacy of my daughter be compromised by the stupidity of today's left sided government.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Collins
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Jonathan Soliman"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 19:40:02 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jonathan Soliman

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stephanie Patrick

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pam Laqua
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Jon Helgeson"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 19:40:01 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jon Helgeson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Harris

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Cooke

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Claudia Flores

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Janette Keeling

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rose Frank

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Barbara Lewis
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Gopperton
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Pacana

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Strachan
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vanessa Tegland
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Do not strip away the innocence of our children.

Thank you,

Ms. Elizabeth Harper
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Minarovich

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Micheal Eymann
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities or their voice to boys. How can we go backward, to male dominated sports and male dominated opinions on important issues.

And there is an issue not being considered - the natural modesty of a young woman. It is wrong to infringe on that.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jerry and Pat Westfall

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Matt Tegland

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Slone
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Gail Burgoyne"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 19:40:01 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gail Burgoyne

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Helder Rego
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Lucius
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Marietta McCarthy
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Joan E Brown
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. There are clear physical differences between boys and girls, men and women. We must not surrender the ability to live and compete in a fair manner.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Please protect justice for all.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Smith

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Grow up and do the right things and not listen to the shrill voices of wayward and illogical voices!

Thank you,

Dr. Eric Evans
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Please, you know when your heart this is not right.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Marie Melnyk
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Hoover
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Rebekah Martin

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Biden Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- HARM PRIVACY and STEAL opportunities for women and girls. The Department must REJECT implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government.

REJECT THESE radical gender ideologies nationwide!

Thank you,

Ms. Kitt Jenae
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Deborah Key
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Christina Johnson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carlos Caylor
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Benjamin Keating

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stavros Niphakis
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

As a concerned mother of three daughters, I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elaine McGrath
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Krystle Mulnix

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Danette Christenson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Abigail Tome
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Passing this would show a ridiculous ignorance of biology and science and do irreparable harm to children and families.

Thank you,

Ms. Beth Fleming

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kari Priddis

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Eileen Niebisch

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Hannah Kirsch
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Brown
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jason Hall

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pamela Pratt
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Michael Berkenbush

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Rodriguez
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Connie Hall
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carmen Maddox
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Vanderveer
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. It seems the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law are being ignored. In a rush to redefine law, the privacy of girls and women is being sacrificed, and the opportunities for women and girls to compete fairly in sports is being lost to biological males.

I am urging this Department to NOT violate the privacy of girls or compromise the integrity of girl's sports. Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This is WRONG.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. This is NOT progress. It is WRONG.

Thank you,

Mrs. Yvonne Barton

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Ryker

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Natalie White

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betty Bekermeier
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebekah Autery

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maria aria Campos

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Don Wilson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Taylor
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Linda Johnson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patty Schoder
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Sicilia
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Joy-Anna Barr

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathryn Egly

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Annette Capuzzo

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorraineo Christman

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joan Dickinson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melinda Wilson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Marcia Kneeshaw
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

This is sounding like totalitarianism! This is NOT a place the government of a free country should be involved in!

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Jordahl
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jana Reible
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sue Wolford

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leslie Burke

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Peggy Whiteaker
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please don't make any changes to Title IX
You are overreaching your authority while taking away the parents
responsibility to teach their children about sex the way that's best
for them as individuals. Be a champion for women and girls as well by
letting biological girls compete against biological girls and have
privacy in the locker room.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual
Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving
enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title
IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational
opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the
Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of
this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far,
have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and
steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if
schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels
with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This
Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at
sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.
And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not
force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender
ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender
ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sherrie Lyle
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Kirby

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosa K. Torres Verges

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stacy Madson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Josette Dugue
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I understand that the U.S. Department of Education is looking to further destroy real education and real progress in this country by ignoring the definition, purpose and intent of the Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

These amendments have provided educational opportunities to women and girls over the past nearly 50 years and now, special interest groups are looking to redefine law and jerk privacy and opportunity from females? That's crazy!

In addition, I urge this current administration to turn to reason by respecting parental rights regarding teaching children about sex and gender. Promoting radical sex and gender misinformation in schools is NOT real education nor is it the role of the federal government.

I request that the Department of Education reject the move toward implementing radical gender ideologies in schools.

Thank you,

Mrs. Colette Gjermundson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emma Myers
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pam Laqua
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Kuhn
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you to share my concerns:

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I strongly oppose any changes in their education policies that redefine sex to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity". Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country. We do not need to cause this confusion for our children.

Thank You for your time and review.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laurie Santangelo
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Hellman
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Reina Boudreau
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Heyden
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Denise Meyers
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Roberta Hill"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 19:09:58 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Roberta Hill

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Kimberly

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bonnie Hackett

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Scott Moore
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brauna McClure

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Peters
May 28, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

 Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

 I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

 The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

 I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

 Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

 Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

 Thank you,

 Mrs. Theresa Scurei
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, completely ignore the detrimental effects YOUR OVERREACHING will have on our children including: harm their privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. EACH ONE OF YOU NEEDS TO GET OUT OF OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS AND GET BACK INTO YOUR BIBLES BECAUSE WHAT YOU ARE FORCING IS WRONG & PURELY EVIL! I am praying for God's mighty hand of intervention to rid this earth of the pure evil that is being forced upon the people of this nation & HE WILL NOT tolerate evil & inappropriate ideologies tainting the world that HE created!

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls & I find it absolutely appalling that a letter such as this has to be created to reign in such an inappropriate thought process! Pure evil & wickedness & it does NOT represent the values of this country nor the values in which this country was created! If you don't see this then YOU ARE THE PROBLEM & NEED TO AGAIN GET BACK IN YOUR BIBLES & RESIGN FROM ALL DECISION MAKING ABILITIES AS IT RELATES TO OUR CHILDREN!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. If transgenderism is so important to you then have separate competitions, for those who are transgender & keep biological males out of our girls sports, locker rooms, hotel rooms, & bathrooms!
Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide because these radical views do NOT represent the MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY but rather a small few!

Each of you need to know that the Title IX Amendments are wrong, evil, & go completely against the values for which this country was created & DOES NOT REPRESENT THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Jones
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Haunschild
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. I STRONGLY DISAGREE with ALL Title IX Amendments & the Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Jones

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).”

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Stephanie Dunlap
Acting Director Goldberg

May 28, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Van Etten

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Cisewski
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

This is also infringing on my freedom of religion rights. I believe God made male and female, period. For you to teach anything else in the schools is infringing on my constitutional rights. If parents want to teach their children this agenda at home that is up to them but it has no place in our schools.

Thank you,

Mrs. Becky Wilson

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carolyn Sosin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Klinker

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Yvonne Olmos
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Robertson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larry Parks
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kim Almquist

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Verl Dyer
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tammy Reidenbach

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

We are writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. WE STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country. THIS IS SHAMEFUL AND DISRESPECTFUL! What is this country of ours gonna do next to remove our parents AND children's rights???

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. We thought we voted for the right party!!! Maybe not!!

Thank you,

Mr. Salvatore & Marie Sferrazza

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Timothy Wilson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Allene Foster

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Rachel Hennigh
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Steve Burrill"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 18:39:55 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steve Burrill
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Baldwin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Claire Johnson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Baker
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Porter
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Dianne Redler

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Glen Barnum"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 18:39:55 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. This falls just short of forcing children to participate in child pornography. What kind of perverted freaks would even suggest this kind of un-natural and un- Godly behavior on our children? Are you radical left wing morons so hard up to promote your evil influence on a society that you are willing to destroy the lives of our youth? I pray that all of your destructive intentions for America will fail.

Thank you,

Mr. Glen Barnum

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Get the federal government out of the education system. Federal meddling is getting sicker and sicker when democrats are in power. This sickness called liberalism should be put on the most deadliest disease list along with socialism and communism because they all lead to the death of liberty and the people's freedom.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Sisco

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vickie McInnis
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Glynda Tischmacher

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Timothy Wilson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Szeto
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Today, human trafficking is rampant. Girls are being stolen, exploited and used to make money for sexual predators and faces hiding behind screens. We should be a society who honors, values and protects our girls, not one who will be putting them in more danger in the locker room, or worse yet, creating a feeling of defeat in sports because they can no longer compete against other females and now males as well.

We need to be better than this. We need to be a society who values ALL groups, not just one. Girls need to have rights too.

Thank you for taking the time to hear me.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robin Miller

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Henderson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Jakobczuk

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Denise Cope
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanette McCorkle
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Diane Frankenfield
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I am old enough to have not benefited from Title IX. Opportunities for extracurricular activities for girls was severely limited. My daughter, along with many many others did benefit and I am grateful. I beg you to not consider changes to this policy that will dilute the opportunities women have been rightly given.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

I am equally concerned for the young people who are suffering gender dysphoria. I believe they should be heard and treated compassionately with scientifically substantiated treatments. At this moment in time, this does not include the radical policies being considered. Institutions in this country as well as Sweden who have long treated individuals with medications, hormones, and radical surgeries have noted the poor long term outcomes and therefore suspended these treatments. Please do not overlook these facts for short term political capital.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.
Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Simpkins

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosetta Morrill
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dale Kiley
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Resler

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department should reject implementing gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Matthew Glewen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Chrissy Schiley
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leslie Hart
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brett Boverhof

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jeane Whiteside

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." I strongly oppose any changes.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Vickie Cook
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dianne Moyers
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kathy Otero
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Jennifer Brinton
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Trichia Walker
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sylvia Collins

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. STOP THIS NONSENSE! GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES.

Thank you,

Mrs. Eleanor Pettitt
May 28, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Edwina Behrens
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stefan Gosik
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jim Veness
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

STOP THIS MADNESS NOW! LET CHILDREN BE INNOCENT CHILDREN FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE!

Thank you,

Mrs. Catherine Major
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Van Zyl

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gloria Schnumpf

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I have a daughter who is state-qualified in the 400m dash in track so this legislation is of paramount importance to me. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse--harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I voiced my opposition when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls!!!!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them, and when they speak up, they are censored! This Department MUST NOT FORCE girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights (MINE)--including rights of parents to teach their children about sex--must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government, NOR WILL IT EVER BE. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jane Gillett
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jason Gates
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Glenna Stuart
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. Our constitution does not task the federal government with sex ed. Your responsibility is to STOP MEDDLING!

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Mason

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Stowoskies Jacox

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tami Thompson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Adam Graessle

(b)(6)
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May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carol Thomas

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Georgina Vastola

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Donald Busse
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bill Campbell

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. TANYA PETERSON

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Yvonne Pedro
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lisa Richards
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Clavadetscher
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Wendy Orestano
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Natalie Martinez

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gina Bradley

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

I am tired of this administration telling me what I need to believe and that I must ignore my Biblical beliefs to make someone else comfortable. That is not my responsibility. I will not stand for teaching my children to judge someone else by the color of their skin or their sex. I will hold firm on my religious beliefs and sex cannot be changed. A man can NEVER become a woman and a woman a man. This concept demeans women. Get out of our schools! I as a parent will not stand for this curriculum or your viewpoint!

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Chris Mckelvey
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies and sexual orientation teaching nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Sitler

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie Simmons
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Bonnelyn Cole

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Nathan Steadman

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Eckhardt
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Virginia Lavery
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Frankie Wood
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patricia Zingaro

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kevin Jepsen

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Gender identity established at birth is the only truth that should be taught as backed up by science. Sexual orientation not consistent with that gender identity should be taught as abnormal so truth can prevail.

Thank you,

Mr. Donald Nauyokas

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Moser
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Julie Blair

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please seek wisdom to make the right decision here!

Thank you,

Mrs. Suzanne Shirley
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Anthony Curcio

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Teresa Least
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cynthia Chun
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Bonnell
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse-harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ana Otero
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kara Pryde
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. We must remember that girls are already taken advantage of, sexually molested and used for sex slavery in our world today. And by adding these rules and laws, we are only hurting them more. It is as if you want to harm children and not stand up for them. Please reconsider this all. And think about the girls you want to help not hurt. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. We have fought so hard to allow equal opportunities for girls, why must we take that away now. They have a right to participate against others girls, and not have to be fighting for spots against boys. This is not what we have fought so hard to get to, and just to have it stripped away and taken back to what it was.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The federal government must allow me to teach my child about these things, and not taken up on themselves. You the government are there to fight for my rights as a citizen, not tell teach my child the wrong or right way to think of sexual ideologies.
The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ricki Rossiter

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Charlotte Kasapyr

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laurie Cutler
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erin Russell
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rudolf Hebling
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Meigs

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Pamela Max

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Andrew Carty
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Arwood
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelly Roach
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Geneva Beutz

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stacy Hall

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Leland Schultz

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Chris Nelson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Hendrick

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eric Christopher
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joan Temple
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. There has only been 1 generation that has enjoyed equality in sports for boys and girls--don't ruin all the hard work that has gone into achieving that!

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Kintner

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Shade

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Virginia Choate

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Chichirico
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Pavase

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Philip Mumau
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Darlene Navarro

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Harris

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vilma Jacob
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jacob Kuligowski

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angie Larimer

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stanley Kisling
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Staff and Public Servants dealing with Title IX,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Martha Low
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tammy Miles
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls!!!!

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

FINALLY. -----parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected.!!!!! Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT !!! You are placing too many temptations and distractions in front of these kids. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.!!!

Thank you,

Mrs. Carolyn Looker
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys

I am a Grandmother and I am very concerned about what is being taught to my grandchildren and others. All of this stuff I'm hearing about is ridiculous and goes against all I believe. Please teach the basics - "reading, writing, arithmetic" and the skills to give them a solid footing for their future as well as the true facts about our history - those who forget (or rewrite history) will relive the mistakes of the past and we are already seeing that today in our culture. I am so sad that we have taught disrespect and violence in approaching anyone we disagree with. Why can't we find common ground and work peacefully with one another? Why has the word "tolerance" become "you believe, accept and do as I do" or you're cancelled - no questions asked! I stand up for the Christian values and on the Word of God but I'm willing to sit down and talk about our differences.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Daphne Lytle

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Woodward
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kenneth Evans

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janelle Monoski
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Diane Buys
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bryan Sells

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tracey Buchanan

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randall Decker
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Teresa Messinger

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Gempler

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you about the "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Sharing locker rooms with boys is potentially dangerous and uncomfortable for girls. If the Biden Administration cares about protecting women's rights, this should not happen.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. This is unfair, and will likely result in most girls not having the opportunity to compete in school sports.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lauren Barnes

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Gail Amerson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Linda Garcia
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Julie Young
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. G. Woodward
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Crosser
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cecilia Jimenez
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Nancy Brennan
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ashraf Bostan

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Armstrong
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patrick Durkin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I worry enough about my daughter being hurt by someone's inappropriate actions towards her and her body. The thought of her having to share a locker room or gym shower with a male who claims he identifies as a female makes me cringe. She should not be exposed to a male's anatomy until she is an adult.

Please help protect my daughter's freedom by protecting her from being exposed to things she is not ready to experience.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. How can my little girl ever experience a significant win if biological boys are allowed to compete in the same rank as she is. He would have an unfair advantage biologically.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. I beseech you to protect my freedoms as a parent and reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Burns

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Diane Seibel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Darren Morrison

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amber Hampton
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Julie Blair

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mike Placeway

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christine Hart

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Kat Keane

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Sr.Helene Wood

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maysa Albarsha

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brian Baumgart

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Brenda Carroll

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carolyn Harms
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Druhl
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Karen Teiken

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Keith Anderson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John McBride
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Pinedo

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jayne Veteto
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Brown

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marie Burgess
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steven and Catherine Brandt

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Louis Webb
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Honor McGaw
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Evelyn Wasniewski
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheri Scheer
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carina Sauder
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Loyola Begin
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Laurie Barnes"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 17:39:52 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laurie Barnes

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Anna Stephenson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ellen Haggerty

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Kathy Holzhausen"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 17:39:52 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kathy Holzhausen

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Al Lang

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

This agenda does not protect the rights of parents over their own children, it doesn't protect the rights of each individual to be able to speak for themselves and oppose anything that they do not want to follow or be a part of. This endangers our kids and is a form of hatred towards any one that disagrees with the agendas that the culture is trying to FORCE on others against their wills. This is wrong and will not be tolerated!

Thank you,

Mrs. Heidi Weaver
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mike Nowak
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Phillips
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erin Davis

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Miriam Jondahl

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Daniel Hudson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Glennda King
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kimberly Tancrede

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Honor McGaw
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Jason
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Sexual orientation and gender identity are individual and personal choices, as such they are not choices everyone MUST be made to experience or participate in, especially our children. God will judge your actions, and I am writing to encourage you to reconsider your intentions to redefine sex, to include "sexual orientation".

Biological sex is science and for the past year and a half, everyone has been telling the public "to listen to the science", to follow the science" and now those of you in the Department of Education need, may I say, MUST, do the same! Science is factual evidence and the fact is, a human beings sex is pre-determined before birth. It is only sexual confusion of the mind that makes one think "sexual orientation" is scientific.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender
ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Dempsey

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. This will harm privacy and steal opportunities from women and girls. Please do not violate the privacy of vulnerable girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Miller
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Grethel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department are introducing amendments that are at odds to the original intent of the Amendments and pose a genuine risk to school age girls, if not women generally.

I am particularly concerned about allowing biological males to compete against women and share intimate spaces with women. This ignores fundamental distinctions that experts in the life sciences have confirmed at the cellular, muscular and skeletal level between boys and girls (men/women), not to mention the non-socially-driven differences between boys and girls in their mean/statistical proclivities psychologically (things that track between chimps and humans). Ignoring fundamental differences reflects a profound disrespect for the dignity of boys and girls, men and women. I am not opposed to allowing young people to explore, discuss and understand gender, but it is dangerous to leave the known good science on the matter and put people at risk of life-long damage to their careers, ambitions and psyche generally. The Biden Education Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, the Biden Administration must know that the people most invested in, and most likely to take good care of the students' well being are the parents. There are dysfunctional parent-child relationships, but parents will always love and cherish the child more than the State -- parents must be the default decision makers in setting boundaries around children to protect them and nourish them. To design policies around incompetent parenting is to design increasing incompetence into future parenting and reflects a profound disregard for parents and the need for individually accountable humans (parents) to take responsibility for other humans whom they've brought into the world (children). That parent-child relationship is one of the oldest structures known to humanity and it is vital to our ongoing survival, a fact that is very well supported in the sociological
sciences/literature. The Biden Education Department must not disregard parental responsibility and authority for their children, whether biological or adopted.

Thank you,

Dr. Andrew Griffis

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Becky King
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Mark Pizzolatto"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 17:39:52 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender
Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Pizzolatto

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dan Sanderson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Louise Forthun

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Ciambotti
May 28, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

 Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

 I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

 The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

 I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

 Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

 Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

 Thank you,

 Mr. Steve Hessman
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Resheske

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. N Florez
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katelyn Edwards
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Holly Dixon"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 17:39:52 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Dixon
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Our granddaughter is a freshman. She can't believe that any sane person would force this on girls. The teen years are hard enough without the government telling teens what they should do and what they should believe. That is the role of the family, not the government!

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Blair
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Kert
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Hoffmann
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Abbott

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)," The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Daniel Cheever

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eric Jefferies
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Babette Hill

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joe Olson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jose Franco
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elaine Macomber

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Aske
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debby Platt

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Samantha Ekblad

[Redacted]
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Newell

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Emily Mamola
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Bigoss

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Margaret Hill
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Sherrill

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tommy Walters

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Bennage

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Meg Mamola
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ryan McCoy
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. John Ray

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I am a parent of 4 girls. Do not take my rights as their mother away. I have their best interest at heart and will do all within my power to help them succeed in life. The federal government cannot say the same and should not be held responsible or given my rights to decide what they should be taught. It is my job to teach and educate and I look to the schools to reinforce and help me, and not the government. I look for schools to help teach math, science, reading, writing, and good citizenship- not gender ideologies.

Do not jeopardise my girl's rights of safety and equality that their parents, grandparents, and countless other generations have worked so
hard for. Please be respectful and kind, but do not hurt the majority for the sake of the minority. One of the reasons the United States has worked and prospered is because we let our voices be heard and majority votes matter.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Ames

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. H. Ruth Glenn

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Ariane Waterman"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sun, 30 May 2021 03:12:38 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ariane Waterman
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christina Karen
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. How many years have women had to fight for their rights and in one quick year you want to strip it down to nothing. We are finally getting out of the deep hush and guilt when we are sexually attacked. And you have the audacity to make it not only legal for men to go into the women's restroom to gawk, molest, or assault women; but to further make it illegal for us to want otherwise. WHERE ARE OUR RIGHTS!

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Additionally sexualizing children at a young age before they even care is far more than inappropriate. Children need to be just that children. why should you shove all your garbage on them.

If anything should be censored it should be our lewd conduct around innocent children.

Thank you,
Mrs. Tonette Moore
(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ann Wright

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were implemented to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly countered the purpose and scope of this law. The Administration and the Department's actions, will (if they are allowed to be implemented) harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

During Obama's administration the nation stood against these sorts of actions against women. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Yomogida

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, to harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls or remove their incentives to compete in sports by allowing biological boys to capture many of the titles and sports scholarships available to young ladies.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.

And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights, including rights of parents to teach their children about sex, must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. It is the right and responsibility of parents to educate their own children in these areas and pass on the moral values they wish for their families. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sonia Shaw
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Danae Cornforth
(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Deborah Maysonet"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sun, 30 May 2021 01:12:31 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Deborah Maysonet
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Rollema

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paul Hillner
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tina Pressler
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Diane Eide
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse--harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights--including rights of parents to teach their children about sex--must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Burgstahler

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Please stop this!

Thank you,

Ms. Connie Maestas
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tammy Romberg

[(b)(6)]
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lee King

(b)(6)
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

What is trying to be taught in our public schools in not acceptable and please hear my message and the many others that are trying to protect the privacy of of young girls and young women.

Respectfully,
Sandy Jones

Thank you,
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. erik beiwel
May 30, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie Rasmussen

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Terri Bache-Wiig

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Soula
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patrica Dortch
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randell Hearrron
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Judith Kanouse
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Frank Nichols

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Martha Troxel
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in the education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity;" only biological sexual identity should apply.

It is the right of parents to teach their children about sex. This right must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betty Pagans
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Charles Ludwig

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Laurie Wegner

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Molly Boston
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Allen Taylor
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Gerulis
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Melissa Duke"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 23:12:20 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Discrimination defined as the recognition and understanding of the difference between one thing and another, is not always bad. In fact, it is a natural function of the human mind. Please do not remove healthy discrimination between males and females in a misguided attempt to remove all discrimination from society. You will hurt people of all genders.

Please be reasonable and not radical in your policies.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melissa Duke
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "John Gvoth"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 23:12:20 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Gvoth
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Dohrn
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Coy Floyd
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gerald Mobley

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Spejcher

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gerald Persaud

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Justin Durr

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Williams
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberlee Adamson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Linda Green

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Sexual orientation is an adult issue that should not be imposed on minors in any setting, and especially not by the government. No one other than parents and legal guardians know their children emotionally and developmentally well enough to discern, for their minor child, when the topic of sexual orientation is appropriate to be introduced to their child.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Funding should not be affected by topics with varying opinions.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judith Incorvia
(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dean Melcher
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Christiansen

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Debbe Baker

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ann Kosco
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeffrey Bullock
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Furthermore, children as young as 5 years old (kindergarten) are entirely too young to learn about this radical gender ideology. Having taught kindergarten in public schools I understand the development of children 5 and 6 years old. They love to pretend, to dream, to learn. Should the same group of kids who pretend to be dogs and cats on the playground be taught that they can choose their own gender? As if what they pretend or desire is reality? If individual parents want to teach this to their children let them, but it should not be chosen by the states or nations education system.

Thank you,
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosario R. Aguilera
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Jamie Tungyoo

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Daniel Brand

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Nelson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patricia Meyenburg
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Overlin
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosemarie Colon
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. ELIZABETH STEENBERGEN
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Doris Boster

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Anderson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dawn Hollingsworth

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. George Mraz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marion Haldeman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Morris

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Rose Ann Chiang

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Michael Burkard"<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 21:42:11 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

This is not what Title IX was for, it was for giving girls opportunities and not let them be stolen by guys pretending to be girls. This strikes at the heart of girls sports.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Burkard
May 29, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Doy Russell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Not only do I strongly oppose these radical gender interpretations, if implemented, I will pull my kids out of public school and I will home school. The government WILL NOT fill my children with anything that goes against scientific facts. It is a fact that you are born either female or male. End of discussion. The government has NO authority to tell my children they can be whatever they want. You are overstepping your authority and have confused your job on what you are supposed to teach. I will not allow you to indoctrinate my children into your radical ideology.

Thank you,
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Melvin Kitts
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Karla Bradley

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gloria Dunn
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janet Holton
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Do not use our children as guinea pigs in your desire to craft the minds of the next generation! The Title IX Amendments were designed to protect the privacy of, and opportunities for the young ladies in our families.

Our girls should be allowed to compete on a level playing field - not with biological boys who are allowed to compete with or against them. The Biden administration has shown a total disregard for the true fairness that should be a part of any sport!

Furthermore, we as parents and grandparents should have the right to teach our children about the beauty and uniqueness of the sexes - WITHOUT the government forcing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide. That is NOT the role of the federal government!!

Thank you,

Mr. Roger Wright

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Brun
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Granger
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Taylor

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Gilda McGuire

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer McDevitt
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Brown
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Clara Valle
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Bulkley

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ernest Robillard

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Connie Hickman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Snyder
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Lanzi

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bailey Gilles
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Pressler
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in the Department of Education's education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Christensson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Charlotte Metz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Miller

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Curtis Morey
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Grasso
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Holly McKay

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please don’t force a radical sexual agenda on kids! This is an onslaught against children like I’ve never seen before. I am referring to the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Linore Burkard
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

As taxpayers we pay your salary. Therefore, you work for us. We are writing to discuss the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

We remember when the Soetoro regime threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must NOT violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Failure to do so will result in your termination.

Thank you,

Dr. Hon. & Mrs. Paul Deis, Esq, III
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carrie Barrette
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May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ana Cerrato

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Lee
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. Biological males tend to be stronger and women and girls are losing scholarships unfairly.

Being truly pro women would mean protecting our children from the privacy invasion that occurs with having biological males who may identify as female in locker rooms, showers, bathroom facilities, etc.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Virginia Rains
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christy Smith
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May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tina Van Arsdale

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Matera

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Scott Miller
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynde Stubbs
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Eva Sutton
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Russell Mushakian
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Anne Lindsay
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. This indoctrination strategy is dangerous and will harm the kids and our country You dumb asses

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Eskridge

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Billie Chance
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Clark
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual
Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving
enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title
IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational
opportunities to women and girls.

When the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools
didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with
boys, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not
violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at
sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.
And when they speak up, they are censored. Each student should have the
freedom to speak about their beliefs.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender
ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. Individual states should be given the freedom to reflect
the voices of U.S. citizens.

Thank you,

Miss Jenica Harshbarger
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Daveta Taylor
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Troy Gibson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judy Hamilton

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sylvia Duke

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s ”Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susann Pinkerton

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Alexander
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Hartman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Nathan Sweeney

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director  Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachel Stall
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Victoria Brewer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Phillip Evans

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Bressan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ashleigh Anderson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Peterson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Tate
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Debbie Rottman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Rebecca Lewis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Celine Hagen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Girls and boys SHOULD NOT SHARE LOCKER ROOMS!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sadie Ekblad

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have shamefully ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

By violating the privacy of girls and women you take their safety away as well by those who seek to harm girls and women. You will see an increase in unwanted advances and worse, rape. There are those out there who will play at wanting to become a girl/woman just for the opportunity to breach these privacy areas.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This message continues to tell girls that they are inferior and that it does no good to stand up for what is right. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. This administration says that they want equality for all, but at what cost must that equality come? There are simply some areas where equality is not the right answer.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. My child, my say as to what they learn and when they learn it!
Thank you,

Ms. Gina Strickland

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Theresa Lindsay
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Zach Avery
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Cornman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Hunter Benedict

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Murphy

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Philip Rosseland
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I urge you to NOT make the changes suggested! I work in schools with young girls, particularly athletes, and know the risk and danger that you would be directly responsible for putting them in by making such changes, in particular allowing biological males to enter into biological females restrooms, locker rooms, and to compete alongside each other in sports, which provides a prime opportunity for any victimizer to rape, molest, and mistreat girls. Please do NOT allow these changes!

Thank you,

Ms. Talia Hartman
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Peter Richardson
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sandra Weaver"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 18:11:53 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Weaver
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Sanders
May 29, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

 Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

 I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

 The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

 I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

 Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

 Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

 Thank you,

 Mr. Robert Konecki

 (b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. T. Kirby

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please listen and help by rejecting these changes in education.

Thank you,

Ms. Gayle Penney
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Corinne Vogel
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gloria Lockhart

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Klas

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Glenna Marrs
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Furness
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX".

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and worse, to harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them and when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights, including the rights of parents to teach their children about sex, must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janine Hanson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Cramer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherida Gray

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Smith
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Arlene Newman
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sylvia Shostek
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amiee Wright

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX),"

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Your desire to destroy the long-held standards of this country is despicable. Show us you are really Americans and not communists in disguise.

Thank you,

Ms. Gay Boston

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jean Blum

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Chris Hof

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Long
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathryn Delucio
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Daria Lisco
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Laura Long
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeff Moore
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Delaria
(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I STRONGLY OPPOSE Biden's proposed Changes to the school system.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government.

Thank you,

Ms. Deborah Van Stratum
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Molter
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lavonne Kemmerer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Miller
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Elizabeth Hoag

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pamela Bayha
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dianne Palmieri
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Alan Tarlo Sr & Family

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you regarding the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The purpose of these Amendments were clearly written to give females - women and girls educational opportunity. Both the Biden Administration and the Department seek to discredit the intent and provisions this law has made. This Administration's and the Department's actions, show us that there is a redefinition trying to be enacted which will rob girls and women of their opportunities in sports.

The Obama Administration tried this by threatening Title IX funding if schools didn't begin violating girls privacy by forcing them to share showers, locker rooms, even hotels with boys. And thankfully, there was an injunction against it. This Department must not seek to again violate girls and their privacy.

Girls are losing their place when competing against biological males during sports events. There is a biological difference between the strength of girls and the strength of boys that cannot be denied. This Department must not force girls and women to forfeit their privacy and opportunity within schools.

Finally, by trying to implement these radical gender ideas on a nationwide level, this Department removes parental rights to teach their own children about sex. Parental rights must be respected. It is not this Departments job to take that right away or inhibit it in any way. This is overreach. I stand STRONGLY OPPOSED to any change in the Departments policies to redefine "sex" to say "sexual orientation" or "gender identity" in any K-12 U.S. schools. These are radical ideologies. I urge you to reject any and all implementation at all levels of these radical gender ideologies. This is not in the best interest of our children.

Thank you,

Ms. Sarah Powers
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Joshua Steinbart
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Margaret Wetterling

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ricardo Correa
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Crystal Johnson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kenneth Holcomb

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director  Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse-harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Alan Tarlo Sr & Family

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betty Sue Parker
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Kayla Janssen

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Beth Hughes

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jacqueline Heater

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Hibdon
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Dean Pritchett"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 16:11:45 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dean Pritchett
May 29, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anandi Simmons

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Bullying should be dealt with firmly. But to force a minority opinion on children violates both children and parents rights by negating one group, not showing diversification.

Thank you,

Ms. Janet Lee
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I believe is my right to teach my children about sex and orientation in a more familiar and private space. With respect and without imposing anything that can go against their believe or imposing anything that can make them fell uncomfortable. The school is there for academics, not shape personal believe about sex on kids.

Thank you,

Mrs. Claritzabel Vazquez
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Lisa Saiz" <mail@familypolicyalliance.com>  
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 16:11:45 -0500 (CDT)  
To: T9PublicHearing  
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity  

May 29, 2021  

Acting Director Goldberg  

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,  

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Saiz

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Denton Smith
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bill Roberts

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terri Rohr
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynda Weller
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wayde Peterson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I have been teaching teens for over 15 years. During their adolescent years they go through so many changes hormonally, socially and physically. They are not ready to make the adult decision to change their gender. There is no place for that in our schools, K-12. Therefore there is no need for unisex bathrooms and locker rooms. Keep things the way they are for the safety and sanity of our children.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristal Norman
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Barbara Vance

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sarah Hui
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Hay
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Ann Stewart
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Rosol
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

The United States of America was founded on FREEDOM. The government has no place in teaching children about sex or sexual orientation. This is the right and duty of their parents to teach their children when the parents feel it is the appropriate time in their children's life.

It is also unfair to allow boys to compete in girl sports just because they feel they should of been born a girl instead of a boy. I do not feel that any child, before the age of 18 years, can truly understand their body and the changes that are and will continue to occur during their adolescent and young adult years. Perhaps the system needs to have transgender sporting events just as the Special Olympics was.
established for special needs people. Allowing transgenders to compete against students born as a female is like telling the special needs people to compete in the regular Olympics.

To conclude, the government has no business taking away the raising of a child from their parents. The moral upbringing of a child is none of the government's business unless the child is in danger. The Federal government IS NOT THE CHILD'S PARENT and has NO RIGHT TO TAKE THIS DUTY AND FREEDOM AWAY FROM THE PARENTS!!!

Thank you,
Kathy Pullen

Thank you,
Mrs. Kathy Pullen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I am a female who grew up in the 1950's when many career opportunities were denied me, because I was a female. We've come a long way. It is disheartening to see this female empowerment being taken away to advance a social agenda which is not based on the physical science reality of the foundational and significant differences between males and females. Both sexes are equal in value, but we are not the same. Please protection the 50 % of the population that is being denied identity and rights.

Thank you,
Mrs. Barbara Maddox

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Carey Davis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sherry Spaar
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Zelda Fasnacht
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Fritz von Coelln
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anita Hess
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Ackerman
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Cheryl Marples"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 15:12:30 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I think it's a horrific idea to force girls to share locker rooms with boys. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cheryl Marples
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Nancy Prater"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 15:11:42 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Prater
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Greg Platt
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janet Parsons

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Thurman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jim Williamson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Casey

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Robinson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights, including rights of parents to teach their children about sex, must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ellen Grider

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

This is regarding the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Title IX Amendments were established to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden-Harris Administration AND the Department have fully ignored the purpose and scope of this law. Your actions to redefine law will harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls! It's dangerous! This Department must NOT violate the privacy of girls.

Biological boys being allowed to compete with girls, which is already going on today, is unfair and ethically wrong.

As to sex and gender identity, the federal government has no place, and no right, implementing these ungodly ideologies in schools nation-wide. As to sex education, that is the parents' responsibility and right. I ask that the Department reject the implementation of these radical gender ideologies across this nation.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Letterese
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie Soehren

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Calvin Metcalf
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katherine Colbert
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Maeghan Eggert

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carmen Mulloy

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

Thank you,

Mr. Curt Beveridge
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Please, I ask you to oppose any changes in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Our kids need truth in their lives.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherry Deebo

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Pereira
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gwen Moore
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Christopher Johnson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Roger Stanko
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. T. Chubb
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Callahan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Eve Tomassini
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cristina Kovalev
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Hursey

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).”

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I strongly feel it is not the governments place to define the gender orientation of a human. God has already said there is male and female. Nothing more and nothing less. The government is not GOD!!! I think it is high time to quit pretending the government is be all...save all!!! God is the almighty...always has been and always will be. Thanks be to GOD!!!!!!

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Ruffner
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jane Bruene
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. This is so unfair to our girls. And when they speak up, they are censored. Women were supposed to have rights and are now being taken away AGAIN. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amanda Hurt
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alma Sweeney

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Florence Frankhauser"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 14:11:41 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

During the late 60's and early 70's, girls sports were almost nonexistent in [b][6] Girls could be cheer leaders and that was about it. I was elected to the school board on the platform that I would work toward equal opportunity for girls in sports. After Title IX was signed into law, the board worked to provide girls the opportunity to participate in a variety of sports.

If changes are made to Title IX that would permit biological boys to participate in girls sports, girls would once again be at a disadvantage. PLEASE DO NOT MAKE CHANGES TO TITLE IX.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.
Thank you,

Mrs. Florence Frankhauser

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Do you have a daughter or a granddaughter in school? Would you want her to share a locker room with a biological male?

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Girls should compete against girls and guys should compete against guys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Ruberg
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pamela Waid
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Von Coelln

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Charles Wasilewski
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Males and females of all ages, including children need to be able to keep their right for privacy and modesty by being able to choose if they want to share a bathroom, locker room, hotel room etc with a member of the opposite sex. Forcing children and teens to forfeit their privacy and modesty is a recipe for disaster! There will be an increase in teen pregnancies and promiscuous lifestyles if the privacy and modesty of every individual is not honored!

Thank you,

Mrs. Tamara Juhl
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol and Ott
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Cornell

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights—including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dave Lawson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. April Mauland
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Williams
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Winnie Laughlin

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elsa Wilson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jenny Vander Haeghen

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vivien Lindwall
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Please leave our children alone and let them be children.

Thank you,

Ms. Marge Cook Dixon
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ruth Michael

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Michelle Lee

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynnea Harlan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse-harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brian Orpin
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am a parent of two school-aged children- a boy and a girl. I write out of concern for all children, not just my own. However, it is from their perspectives on feeling safe using the restroom, locker room, and playing sports that I share my concerns.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Kirkpatrick

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Mull
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pam Wilson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Mull

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

In addition, affirming any belief of a child because it is politically advantageous to do so is wrong. We are told to have mercy on young, teenage murderers and criminals because their frontal lobes are not developed enough to make rational decisions all the time. Victims of crime are told that they should see the perpetrators as children who "didn't know" or couldn't make appropriate decisions. Yet, in this context, the government says a child's thought process or decision-making ability should never be challenged or questioned. This demonstrates to me that these policy decisions are more about politics and less about the youth in question.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Corryn Nikodemski

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Tiffany
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maxine Brownell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX),"

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. They are losing opportunities and scholarships and this is NOT ok! And when they speak up, they are censored and not even allowed to voice their opinions! This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys!

Finally parental rights- including the rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. It is not the role of the teachers, the administrators, or the schools either! The Department absolutely must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ken i Gaul

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tarese Quelle
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Stanley
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bob Keller

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Candice Linn

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sherry Wessel
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Maribel Garcia-Ortiz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leah Gardiner

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Stanley

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Daryll Hansen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Edna Flores
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Also, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

The federal government should not be micro-managing such a local topic like education and definitely needs to allow families to be the strong units of society they are intended to be. Government is meant to protect and empower, not to parent.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anna Richardson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Would you want your daughter or granddaughter to share private spaces, such as bathrooms and showers with boys?

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Glenn Button

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Doug Gardner
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Luanne Heckerman
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Nora Jenae
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Hayes
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Suzan Roybal

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. JoAnn Hawkes
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Arthur Walter
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Keenan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Palmer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Suzanne Lollar
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph Fitzhugh
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I am finding it exceedingly difficult to share my thoughts on this topic in a respectful way. I am angry and upset that you would even consider changing Title IX to deprive girls and women of their opportunity, safety, and dignity in private spaces and athletic competition.

While I have empathy for those young people and adults who are not comfortable in the body they were born with, this does not change the fact that biological sex is determined at conception, long before birth, and is not a state of mind. Sex is determined by God at conception, not by a person's feelings later in life. To teach otherwise denies the science people are so fond of talking about these days, transgresses reality, and is a folly that is only harmful to many, and soon possibly to everyone if the Title IX changes being investigate are passed. God has a wonderful, meaningful, important plan for each person's life; He means for that plan to be carried out by each person as He created them biologically. He does not make mistakes in determining a person's gender, and His plan for each of us cannot be realized fully if we choose to identify as the opposite sex which He gave us. The truly dignified approach is not to change Title IX and other similar legislation, but help people understand who they are in Christ and as God created them. This is the path to peace and flourishing in our true identities.

The government is greatly exceeding its authority in these matters. Young girls and women should not have to change clothes in front of biological men and boys in locker rooms! They should not have to share bathrooms with boys and men! Girls and women should not be forced to have male roommates, again being forced to change their clothes in front of men! Women and girls in shelters and prisons should not be sharing similar spaces with men! Religious entities should not be forced to violate sacred, long-standing beliefs or forfeit government protections and funding for standing up for their sacred, long-standing beliefs! Just stop this madness now!!
The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department MUST NOT violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department MUST NOT force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department MUST REJECT implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I urge you in the strongest terms to keep Title IX protections for girls and women. Aside from the fact that you are opening a pandora's box of litigation from the families of any girl or from women harmed by the presence of a biological man in a space formerly reserved for girls/women, you will be depriving girls and women of opportunity, safety, and dignity. I WILL BE using my votes to ensure opportunity, safety, and dignity for girls and women. I encourage you to do the same.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Buell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Lisa Roza

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Juber

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph MOSLEY

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Miranda Brinkman
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Nicholas Price

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Peterson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. ROBERT PETERSON

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities from women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Frances Dusek

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

You need to immediately stop the demonic indoctrination of public school children otherwise God in His justice will judge you for it when you die. What's more you can't expect God to bless you and your families in this life. Is it worth losing "everything" if I am right and continue in your anti-God and anti-family propaganda? Absolutely not!

His word, the bible, clearly states that He created us "male and female" in order that we could populate the earth for His glory and our joy. You are perverting His purposes to be politically correct but God is not going to accept your "radical left" agenda. He can't because He is a Holy God!

These are innocent minds and hearts that you are playing "Russian Roulette" with and you are clearly usurping their parent's right to raise their own children as they see fit and not what the Democratic Party sees fit. There is still time to push back against what the devil wants the DOE to do but it will take courage and hard work to do it. Are you up to that? I pray you are for your sake and the children's and their parent's sake.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in the Department of Education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." You have no right attempting to implement Biden's radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

Thank you,

Mr. John Wojciech

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am an extremely concerned parent that is completely against changes in the Title IX - each of our children are born boys or girls and if their parents choose to teach something else at home, it should REMAIN at home. My girl deserves to be safe at school and in sports against other girls.
I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Monica Putnam Mullins

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. My own children were beneficiaries of Title IX and I appreciated the opportunities it gave my girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls or take away their opportunities to participate against like-bodied competitors.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. As we all know instinctively, boys have more muscle mass, height, etc than girls, whether we like it or not.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. It will only reduce opportunities for girls and further divide this country. United we stand!

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Putnam

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

ABSOLUTELY NOT OKAY!! Boys in boys and girls in girls. ONLY

Thank you,

Mr. Charles Cardell
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "John Kraemer"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 12:41:31 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Kraemer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bryant Brinkman
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Teresa Lopez"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 12:41:31 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Teresa Lopez

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Mazzeo
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Keith Suwalski
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Meskew

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Thomas Tacci"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 12:11:27 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Tacci
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Okem Okolo-Ebube"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 12:11:26 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Okem Okolo-Ebube
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. We must bring fairness back to the sports arena.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I believe this is a right for the individual states and school boards, not the Federal Government.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Herritz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Catherine Schwanke
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joan White
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Kate Bowers
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Suzannah Rose
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dwight Diller
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Charlene Jackson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Dileo
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Stoltz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Nobody likes to have ideology crammed down her throat or her children's throats. I want my children to learn real science. Follow the science! Right? Do you know that some little girls fear they will just wake up some morning and be turned into a boy. They are told there is no absolute about gender or sex. This is not factual or scientific. This is ideology.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Barr

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

This is violation of girls privacy. This proposal endangers to expose girls from any physical or sex attack by unknown persons.

We are strongly objecting this "Title IX Amendment" to proceed.

Sincerely Yours,

Tat To.

Thank you,

Mr. Tat To

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Puskar
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joel Passke

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

I refuse to use restrooms and shower rooms with men and my grandchildren should not have to either.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Joan Arning
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Annette Kline

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Denise Rasicci

(p)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sherry Schafer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Title IX should NOT be altered to include new terms such as sexual orientation and gender identity.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. This type of policy has already put girls in danger to "peeping Toms", emotional harm, & sexual assault.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to biological boys.

Finally Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. Please stop this government over reach! The Department must reject implementing gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Duggins

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it and I was among them then as well. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. This department does not have the right to disrespect the rights of parents to protect their daughters from the introduction of immorality and leave them vulnerable in this way.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Cusanza

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Craig Lohstreter

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

We have several grandchildren and are very concerned for them and their peers because of the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Selgren
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judy Deshotels

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wayne Kosfeld
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Hasn't anyone stopped to think about the physiological reactions of a teenage boy to being in a girl's bathroom and/or shower? How is such a young man NOT to have an erection? What will be HIS reaction to that situation? What will be the reaction of teenage girls to being in that situation - to seeing that?

What makes sense about being a talented teenage female athlete and striving to do your best but being bested by teenage boys who claim to be girls? Hasn't anyone noticed that there are God-given physical differences between men and women - boys and girls? Those differences are to be enjoyed and celebrated within a marriage but have no place being flaunted in the school restrooms and locker rooms.

Please do all you can to stop this madness. Thank you.

Philip Somers

Thank you,

Mr. Philip Somers
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deb Rowley
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Vandermaaten

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marta Mercade
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jan Glaus

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Jenkins

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kim Erbey

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I could write many arguments against the proposed changes under consideration. While I agree that citizens of our nation must be treated with dignity and respect, the considered changes will not increase the amount of dignity and respect shown to individuals embracing a gender identity contrary to their birth identity. Additionally, the proposed changes will increase hostility towards those affirming a natural understanding of sexuality as heterosexual as expressed in male/female relationships.

The slate of changes under consideration deny biological realities, embrace unproved theories and treatments regarding gender dysphoria, prey upon emotionally fragile youth, increase risk of harm for young girls, and creates an unfair competitive environment for women of all ages.

As a father of three girls, I do not want a male of any type sharing bathroom and locker room facilities with my girls. Further, it is not fair that my girls should sacrifice a fair field of play to support a biological male's gender dysphoria. Lastly, establishing a federal requirement to teach the various expressions of gender dysphoria as acceptable sexual practices does not embrace local control of education, and forces all schools to embrace an unproven understanding of sexuality as a matter of fact.

Thank you,

Mr. Andrew Arrington
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Stop wasting taxpayer's dollars on bad policies that violate the rights of girls and women.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Anderson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Rev. Nick and Jan Buhler

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Jenkins
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse--harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights--including rights of parents to teach their children about sex--must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Nichols
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tammy Prebe
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Jenkins

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a woman, I am IRATE over this blatant violation of the rights of women and girls in our country!

Thank you,

Mrs. Charity Gjessing
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelly Rummler

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maria Chase

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Ammerman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Gabrielle Dopp
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." It is beyond belief that in this great country where so much is being done to ensure that all peoples feel accepted and protected a movement to take away security and acceptance from females is being driven by our leaders. What a contradiction and what a revelation about true motives.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheree Jackson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administrator's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alice Chaffin
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

As a mother of two daughters whose rights were protected when they were in school, I pray that my baby granddaughter will have the same protection.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Sanders
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. shirley olson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Stelts
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Todd Nelson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melinda Lujan

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rod Burchell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vicky Dahl

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Miriam Thompson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Abbi Hodge
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Samuel Roberts
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Matthew Wehr

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeffrey Lukomski
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

When you re-define common terms or dilute standard definitions like what is female sex and what is male sex, the resulting conversation is distorted and skewed. Most importantly, rights are taken away from one group in preference to another group. This is true discrimination.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Amy Gustafson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Keeler
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Virginia Clancy

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marian Leone Lambert
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Kevin Weber
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Matthew Huntwork
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Skands
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanette Dickau (b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandy MacFarlane
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elaine Hertel
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erica Jorgenson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Lindsay
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katelyn Borgschatz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a further, heart-felt thought, I strongly recommend that the U.S Department of Education be radically shrunk such that it can only work to support clear constitutional freedom and liberty in the educational space and leave the issues of teaching, curricula, and administration to local and state education entities working in collaboration with local parents and families.

Thank you,

Mr. Don Barefoot
(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Davis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Title IX was a victory for women. To steal this from them in the a veiled attempt at inclusion is a disgrace. Do not turn your back on common sense and natural law to appease a few at the expense of many.

Thank you,

Mr. Clayborn Smith

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erika Donaldson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rose Williams

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Terrie Wingate
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Virginia Clancy
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eric Lundberg

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Cook
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Courey-Degnan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Dahl
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorena Galvan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carin Bremer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Marie Crann
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kevin Flaherty

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kathy Arnold
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Carl Cioffi

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Asher Pudlo
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Our schools are there to TEACH reading, writing and arithmetic, and good manners! The parents are to teach their children manners, as well, and the more intimate considerations of living a free and wholesome life!

Thank you,

Ms. Sue Culbertson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jonna Woodward
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lee Kauffman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Williams
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Helena Pieratt

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I feel the Department of Education is a powerful force in deciding the future of what will be presented to our nation's children and in that must keep in mind the huge responsibility this is. Children are so precious and so vulnerable to being molded and with such an immoral topic such as whether or not a person's sex can be chosen is an outrage. It isn't fair to ask children to even ponder these things since they have to have concrete ideas before they can have an informed opinion. The confusion of the few shouldn't be pressed into a policy for the whole.

Wading into "new policies and mandates" will do nothing but confuse and that isn't what I understand to be the role of educators. It's the role of the parents to teach things like sexual orientation and compassion for those who aren't like yourselves and the role of the schools to teach on the three Rs. The school has no place "teaching" what may very well be just a passing, woke ideology.

Frankly if the Department wants something else to do, you should focus on getting the children of the US back up to the levels of learning that this powerful nation should be and not so close to the bottom of the list for first world nations. Do what you're supposed to do well and stop trying to take on such complex issues that are morally contentious and political. The Department must reject implementing radical gender policies.

Thank you for taking the time to hear what this mom of 4 has to say on the subject.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie Danielewicz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Virginia McManus
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Borchardt
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Celia Powell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Gvoth

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Stearns
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer McNeal
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Petersheim

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "sandra leonard"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 10:41:18 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. sandra leonard
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "John Ehmann"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 10:41:18 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Ehmann
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Alan Davis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dennis Magee

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jimmy Srour

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Funk

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Peggy Ballinger
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Megan Mcguyer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Louise Gauldin
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Peggy Mallow
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ruth E. Chester
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorraine Farrell

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Finley
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. howard dingman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jason Heen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alyssa Mathis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ruth Rios
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

This is absolutely a violation of my rights as a parent and it goes against my religious beliefs. My kids will absolutely not be attending public school, nor will I be servicing a public school is this passes. Save the minds of our children and respect Gods doing.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leslie Rolph
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Bobbie Scarfe
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Meredith Reynolds

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Seets
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Deane Karges
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Benjiman Sherr
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

LISTEN to parents!
LISTEN TO THE DNA!
LISTEN to the biological GIRLS affected!
LISTEN!!!
JUST LISTEN.

Thank you,

Ms. Catherine Clopper
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alicia Johnson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Wheaton
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Milazo

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please educate our children and don't brainwash them with far fetched ideas and dismantling of our culture! It's despicable!!!

Thank you,

Mr. Lewis Reeves

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patrick Schibly
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Irina Stevens
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marsha Korkala
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Don Cork
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tyrone Savage
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Olson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Louise Gauldin
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Schmidt
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bonnie Winn
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dennis Beeson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. K Stevens

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jene Robinson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Cramer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Schrumpf
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Shirvis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Connie Barber
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Josephine Raines

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual
Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving
enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title
IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational
opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the
Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of
this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far,
have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and
steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if
schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels
with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This
Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at
sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.
And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not
force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender
ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender
ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jose Iraheta

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The government should NEVER place themselves between a parent and their child. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Janice Sandberg
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Nathan Wharton

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Willimann
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ellie Murphy

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Ries
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Rowe
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Wilbert Stelzer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lois Huereña Chavez

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cherie Hammer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Ingalls
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jane McKoskey

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gail Stern
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Department of Education's responsibility is to promote basic education - not to change the culture of America, trampling on the responsibility of parents to train their children. Title IX needs to stay in place to protect the rights and safety of girls and women at school and on sports.

Do not mess this with safeguard for our girls.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Russell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tom A Butz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

"Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked." (Galations 6:7). He will not condone for long this ideological deviation from His plan. His Word clearly states that He created man and woman, separately, for purposes which include raising children. Parents are to raise children, not government, not school boards, not the ACLU, and certainly not the Biden Administration.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Strizver

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worst- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Foss
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patricia Farmer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Smith
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Barbara Newell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Craig Cooley
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

It is a well proven reality that boys have a physical advantage over girls in many types of physical activities and sports. Thus, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you for your sincere consideration to my request and may God Himself give you Solomon's wisdom for your decision.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Wood

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

RE: Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Title IX Amendments were implemented to give educational opportunities to women and girls, and it is working.

Forcing girls to compete against biological males will never be a fair event. I have witnessed this first hand when a biological male asserted he was now a "woman" because he took medicine to modify his chemical make up. The fact he (now "she") was much stronger allowed him to defeat the woman in a fast serve tennis challenge. He was no more a woman than I am a male. No matter what He takes he cannot birth a child he will never have a period, and he will always be stronger than most females. You cannot chemically change the complete functional DNA of a man to be a "woman" or a woman to the a "man".

All this will accomplish will add to the confusion and harm of 99% of the children in this country so less than 1% can claim they are biologically something they are not.

I wonder what do you plan on telling the young girl who losses a chance at an education via a scholarship because YOU forced her to compete with a male?? Do you really believe you have the right to tell parents their daughters have to share the same restroom and shower with a male? Will you force YOUR granddaughters to do this?? Please do not force a generation of young girls to pay the price for politically ignorance.

Parents must be the ones to teach their children about sex, for no child is alike and each one needs their parents guiding them as they grow up NOT the government. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government.

If a person over the age of 18 (or under with parental permission) wants to modify their body that is their right. But that person's decision to modify their body has consequences asking others to pay for those consequences is not fair.
Thank you,

Ms. Ami Swank

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Suzanne Scott
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kathren Noble
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Margaret Gonzales
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Vander Ploeg
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Vari
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

It is our, the parents of children, to discuss sexual orientation and behaviors with our children, NOT the governments. Furthermore, my kindergartener does NOT need to learn about transgender and LGBTQ. Will we teach respect for ALL human beings? Yes! But this is not a subject to teach my child in elementary school.

Thank you,

Mrs. Miriam Martinez

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Arendas

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were implemented to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department seem to ignore the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown an intent to redefine law, inhibit privacy, and stop opportunities for women and girls.

Bottom Line: This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, places on podiums at sports events are being stolen from biological girls. Why? The biology of boys can never be completely altered. IF biological boys are allowed to compete with girls, girls will never be able to compete equally. There will always be disparity.

Hormonal treatments and surgery cannot change another bottom line: God created men and women. Period. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys, boys created as boys by God.

Finally parental rights-- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex-- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Parents are the ultimate teachers of their children. Thank You!

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherrie Markwood

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the proposed changes to Title IX. This concerns me because of the proposal to force girls to share locker rooms with boys and also to participate in girls sports stealing opportunities from them. I am also against forcing children to learn about gender ideology. I strongly believe parents should make the choice as to teaching their children about sex. This should not be forced on children. Please do not take these rights away.

Thank you!

Audrey Mueller

(b)(6)

Thank you,

Mrs. Audrey Mueller

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Dyer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Durst
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Mary Kjosness
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Renetta Helms

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Wagner
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Marcel Chartier"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 09:11:14 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Marcel Chartier
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Scott Butler
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia VandenHoek

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

With having 3 girls, this is simply atrocious. No parent will feel safe sending their girls to any public institution.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Childress
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I agree with the specifically drafted comments I am sharing within my letter. I, a 60+ year old girl, woman, mother, grandmother, am very concerned with the impact, threat, to sports competitions; and safety to girls physically and emotionally. This is a very concerning matter at so many levels. Common sense requires slow, careful thought and consideration.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lydia Deem
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Andrea Litke
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Parzek
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Norman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lois Pedersen

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Theresa Brockman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Thetesa Slaton

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Unruh
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Malloy
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah McCracken
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gerald Orbino

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Allison Slozak

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paula Shores
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Linda Weathers

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Singh

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jennifer Smith
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a pediatrician, I understand the importance for our children to receive a quality education. Most of my patients have not received substantive instruction during this year if pandemic restrictions and many have fallen behind. This is a travesty. Our Education Department must work to remedy what has been broken rather than spend time on this unproven benefit of sexuality education. It is an ideology and not science. This ideology has hurt and will continue to harm my patients.

Thank you,

Dr. Dale Volquartsen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joan Hanrahan

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Boyer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randall Steakley
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elaine Harrop
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Rosseland

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Satriano
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Fike

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jim Putnam
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alana Willis

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David McMillan

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Bettencourt
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David S Mitchell

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).”

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jill Odom

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Quisling

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Stewart
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bethany Kiefer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Townsend
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorri Clarizio

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Henry Schaefer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Peter Berberena
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

We STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in your education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."
The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Charity Dawson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Krista Cowan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heather Taylor
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lauren Nave
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Myra Pierce

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please stop the these behaviors that degrade the children in society. Girls are entitled to their privacy in all aspects of their life. This type of lawmaking shows you have no concern for the rights of females. We are all created in God's image. He is the One who makes us what we are at birth through the miraculous biological process. Do any on you have daughters, wives, MOTHERS.... oh yes! Times are changing, some of the rules regarding the human race need to stay as they were made.... PRIVACY and RESPECT for all.

Thank you,
Mrs. Betty Coombs

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Christie Arnold

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I have raised 4 girls, 3 of whom, participated seriously in HS sports and 2 in college sports. The pressures girls face in athletics does not need to be increased by violating their privacy while they learn to manage their bodies. The wishes of a very few do not deserve to have priority over all others. This is not an issue of weighing "rights". Participation in sports is optional. If sexual orientation is your primary worry then deal with that but that worry does not need to be placed on the shoulders of all one's peers. They have enough issues of their own to deal with.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Wright

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ivey Gonzalez

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tina Stehlin
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorri Clarizio

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Pablo Sanchez
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Nathaniel Swenson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patrick Bykerk
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Peterson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Abby Fisher

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brooke Wentz

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Biden and liberal ideologies of this issue are clearly immoral. God's morality trumps immorality every time. These ideas are wrong and amount to a Trojan horse to want to redefine Title IX to try to justify immoral behavior under the misnomer of civil rights, personal rights, or whatever! In these United States people have the right to misbehave act naughty, but not at the expense of our Constitutional and civil society.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. DANGEROUS! Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. STUPID! And when they speak up, they are censored. CRIMINAL! This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies (NAUGHTY) in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Greg Lewis

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Muriel Wrobel

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys(7,116),(990,990) are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Reese (b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Christopher Trepanowski
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diana Calcott

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX),".

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Schlabach
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's actions have, thus far, shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steve Holmay
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Filomena Presta
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Kirsch
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Esdale
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gene Williams

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Sexual orientation and gender identity isn't something I want taught in our public schools it's not enlightening to do so and actually harmful and discriminatory please leave this OUT of the classroom.

Thank you,

Mr. Rod Brown

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Smith
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randy Herold
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Yoblinski
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Edna Heimerman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Philip Carle
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kenneth Figgs
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gidget Cathcart
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Trista Logan

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tamara Barber

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patty Keller
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Donald Barber

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jesse Lowe

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Erik Demkowicz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Sara Davis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Lehman

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Amy Savignac
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vickie Heldreth

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Streets (b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeffrey Phillips

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Dominowski
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Jesus IS LORD I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Dana Reynolds
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. E. R. Higgins
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sara Morris
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Evelyn McCallum

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Crawford

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jane Phinney
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Gorrell

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." The Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Goetgeluck
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gloria Davis

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katie Wharton
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maureen Rude

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

This email is concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Title IX Amendments were crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

In the recent past, the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Right now, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events and scholarship opportunities because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. When they speak up and object, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including the right to teach their own children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide to children as young as five tears old is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Charwin
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Vasquez
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betty Coombs
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Penni Aanenson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Terry Vreeland

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I am writing to you as a retired (2 years) teacher of 8th graders. I know first hand how impressionable this age students are when it comes to sexuality and their newly formed hormones. They don't know what is true OR why their hormones are being activated over certain circumstances. We MUST allow children to develope naturally WITHOUT indoctrination! Parental wishes of ALL STUDENTS must be honored!

At birth, we have two sexes...male and female. There are physiological differences between the two that CANNOT be erased because we choose to THINK of them as erased. It is indoctrination to teach children differently! We need to stick to teaching the four core subjects of
math, language arts, history, and science!

Thank you,

Ms. Sherry Stroh
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

When the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys, thankfully an nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. It is not the role of the federal government to teach radical gender ideologies to my grandchildren in schools nationwide. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mercie George
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carole Cox
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eugene Grover

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patricia Van Tassel-Cromie
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Karen Miller

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melissa Hughes
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. You want to cancel females completely in favor of equity. STOP IT!

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debby Loveless

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christine Watson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tracy Vasquez
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing concerning the Department's Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).

Along with countless constituents of all political stripes, especially women athletes themselves, I strongly oppose these alarmingly *sexist* Title IX policy change proposals, changes which would discriminate against, gravely disadvantage, and even endanger, women and girls on a massive and broad scale by forcing them to compete and share locker rooms with biological males.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Curtsinger

Thank you,
Mrs. Rebecca Curtsinger
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Trudy Neville

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tajshen Campbell
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Lindsay
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sally Berthelsen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Hill

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Vincent
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX),"

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. tami Meinhold

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jon & Clay
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vanessa Ross

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Neubauer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

These ideas are extremely disturbing. All ideas like this are destructive to society.

Thank you,

Mrs. ELIZABETH STEFAN

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Valerie Hall
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vonda Hamilton
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Traxler
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

This is appalling to see what is trying to be forced into children’s hands. YOU MUST PROTECT OUR CHILDREN NOT HARM THEM!! I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rhonda Kitabjian
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gennifer Johnson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Nathan Wright
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Aguilar

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joann Cox

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cristina Benantj

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Nelson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda DeGroot
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Stop discriminating against girls!

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Ishler
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing concerning the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).

Please do not take away girls’ and women’s opportunities to compete with biological females only. To have equal opportunities they must be able to physically compete with those who have the same biological makeup which includes body capabilities. Furthermore only biological females should be allowed into their locker rooms and restrooms. To do otherwise is a great invasion of privacy as well as taking away equality of genders.

Furthermore, leave the teaching about sex and sexual orientation to the parents. Parents know their children and their individual needs better than anyone.

This Department must not force girls and boys to forfeit their innocence and to give up equal opportunities in competitive sports.

I hope you will respect girls and women and make choices that allow them equality and protection.

Thank you,

Ms. Sue Foltz

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Shipp

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dennis Stine
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Malcolm Nelson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Todd Sheppard
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Rowe
May 29, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jason Allen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lindsay Francis
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shari Gregoire
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Matthew Noroski

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. April England
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lorraine Abeyta

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Catherine Santangelo

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larry Rhoad
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Paul Riggs
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. PLEASE PROTECT OUR GIRLS.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. PLEASE PROTECT OUR GIRLS.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. PLEASE PROTECT OUR GIRLS.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. PLEASE PROTECT OUR GIRLS.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie Behnke

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Otten
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Welty
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. George Hanna

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in education policies that redefine "sex".

Thank you,

Mr. Duane Harper

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gail Friedline

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. The Biden Administration has to be stopped!

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Something must be done now!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Our daughter was a three sport athlete in high school, and an honor student, and it helped shape her into the highly professional and motivated educator that she is today. She is a middle school teacher and she loves her chosen career of teaching children, even in the midst of COVID-19! Education, along with athletics, will be severely hindered if girls have to forfeit their opportunities!

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. It is not the right of the federal government to teach our children about sex! That is a God given right as a parent!

Thank you,
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bonnie Bowman
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Marflak

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

It is the function of education to teach facts, not doctrine. Biology is to do that too. Biological fact is what you are born as and this should be taught. Render Identity is a choice not a biological fact. Indoctrination and special status should be based on fact

Thank you,

Mrs. Margaret Senak
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Think of the risks and imagine if your own daughter was taken advantage of by a boy. What then? Let kids be kids! It's not the government's responsibility to teach our children about sexuality it is the parents responsibility and right. By doing this millions of parents will be angered. This must be stopped!

Thank you,

Ms. Hailey Ortiz

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dan Walch
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ron Jester
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Amack
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marilyn Compeau
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jacqueline Prielipp

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristine Cevasco

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lucy Ortiz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kim Forgey
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Boucek
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jean Krugh

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Mott

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randy Thibeau
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Marlene Stoick

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. jo Ghiz

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Erica Catenacci-Haug

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marion Sullivan

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelly Fitzsimmons
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please protect our children and their gender differences. Each one was carefully knitted by God. Psalm 139:13-14.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Scott Hammes
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kent Wells
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I believe it is the right of parents to teach in the home the beliefs we have about gender identity and sexual orientation to our children- and that this is not the responsibility or the right of the government or the schools. [b](b) already has a law that protects these parental rights. These rights must be protected by our national lawmakers as well. The Department must reject the teaching of gender ideologies nationwide.

Girls' rights in sports and locker rooms must also be protected. Too much is at stake here for generations to come. Please maintain Title IX Amendments as they stand today.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carolyn Kasteler

[b](b)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I'm concerned for the well-being and safety of our girls in this country. When we allow biological boys to decide if they'd like to shower with young girls then we risk physical and emotional harm to female students.

When we allow biological boys to compete against biological girls, who have trained for sporting events, we rob those young women again.

The Title IX Amendments were written to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Marshall
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Bonnie Boyer

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Irina Dragonir"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 06:10:58 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Irina Dragonir
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Timothy Kitchen

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carole Miliziano

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).”

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah McCarthy
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. jodi krinkie
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tanya Galla
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kellie Bauer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Maryann Lanks
(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Eric Metz
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Edgar Lineback

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robin Clay
May 29, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

 Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

 I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

 The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

 I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

 Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

 Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

 Thank you,

 Ms. Irina Dragonir

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ginger Crook

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Jesus Castaneda

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Sparks

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am the father of four daughters and am greatly concerned over these potential changes in national education policies, and I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bradley Nadolson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janet Albertson

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Peggy Dooley
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Hoke

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Meyer
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ash Yassa

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with biological boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys who have inherent physical advantages.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Constance Hoyland
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Beth Rogers

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie J Smith
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristine Widmer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanne Lafountain

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

It is a violation of the rights of girls and women to allow policies which will force girls to share locker rooms and showers and hotel rooms with boys, and then punish those who disagree.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events and scholarships because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex, sexual orientation and gender identity - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heidi Evans

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Dimitrios Lambrou

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Verleana Watson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marlene Parker (b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Smith
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Helen Baffuto
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Zane Riaubia

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Casimes
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephan Chriqui
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Blackmon

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. However, the actions of the Biden Administration and the Department thus far have ignored the definitions, purpose and scope of this law. Their rush to redefine law will harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

In the past, the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department has no place to force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally rights of parents to teach their children about sex must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government let alone the Department of Education. Hence this Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Christina Chan

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in education policies that redefine "sex".

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dorothy Harper
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Moises Gonzalez
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I am a conservative elementary school teacher, graduate, and smart individual. I understand the science of biology and know that gender is obvious at birth. DNA does not lie. The discussed proposals will not only hurt girls in the long run, but will damage young kids by forcing misguided "education" on minds too young to even consider such concepts as gender identity. As a teacher I would be forced to refuse to teach this curriculum. Many teachers I know feel the same way. Stop this very radical approach to education to placate the vocal minority.

Thank you,
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. ROZLYN DE MONDO
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Dehmer

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Emily Bentzen"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 02:40:36 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Bentzen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tana Crowley

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Archwamety
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

This is discriminatory anti-female policy. Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including RIGHTS OF PARENTS to teach their children about sex- MUST BE RESPECTED!. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. This has been done in and most parents and grandparents are rightfully outraged and will not allow their children and grandchildren to be victimized.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diana Blackmer

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. April Garcia
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vickie Cunningham
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Zumwalt
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alicia Johnson
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Scott Ma

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Estill
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. This whole agenda frustrates me to no end! Why would you even allow this?

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Why has the Biden government strayed so from His Word, God teaches us in His Holy Bible. The Bible has remained true to its word for thousands of years, yet after 250 years when our founding fathers made the constitution and founded it on Gods word, you have turned a blind eye and introduced all this crap saying it's best for our country. Well it's not. Put away your pride and really look at what you're doing. It's not good for our children. You're only screwing them up for years to come. And if you don't see that, then you are playing into Satan's pocket.

-
Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Kelly

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vickie Cunningham
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Doug Homstad FAMILY

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gene Welch

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Catherine Prasek
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marie Hudspeth

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alice Vaders

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Girls should never be required to do something that makes them feel violated or unsafe. I just don't understand how the Biden Administration thinks that sacrificing a girl's right to safety is acceptable.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. The federal government should not be determining how, when and what children learn about sex. That is a very personal matter about which each parent should have the right to teach their own children. We must protect the innocence of children.

Thank you,

Miss Alyssa James
(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Alvare
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Veronica Shaw-Aragon
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Sales
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Pamela Thigpen
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Molly Redick

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Rutkowski
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brian Eggert
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joanna Johnson-Smith

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Constance Vera

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Janelle Tamm

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Changing the definition of sex will discriminate against girls, causing them to lose the opportunities they fight so hard for and will also endanger them and violate their right to privacy as what will stop a boy from pretending he's a girl to get access to the girl's bathroom or locker room. We've already seen criminal cases where this happened where men went right into the changing room and couldn't be questioned then proceeded to assault or film women and girls after Target implemented this bathroom policy.

Thank you,

Ms. Veronica Sternberg
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joy Handelman
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lynn Buchholz

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Children in elementary school are too emotionally immature to process these adult topics. It will ruin most of them.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brad Miller
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jodi Ramirez

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Wauchope
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Draper
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Look around and the confusion and mess in our government.....it cannot educate our children in any manner, certainly not in a moral way.

Thank you,

Mrs. Hanan Palz

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelley Bryan
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tanya Emery

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanine Gardner
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Linda Kirk

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ralph Wagenet
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Demetra Arvanitidis
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "William Harmond"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Sat, 29 May 2021 00:10:26 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Harmond
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

We have a more pornagraphic culture than ever before and that is related to the twisted sex education and sexual identity crisis in America today. Even secular data shows the crippling effect of sexual immorality in a culture. Please stop pushing this gender identity agenda. It is not appropriate, not helping any part of our culture, and having something forced on the American people will be strongly opposed.

Thank you,

Mrs. Autumn Epstein
(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rick Heldwein

(b)(6)
May 29, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Denise Bridges

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judy Mondeau
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Gail Hugger

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christina Noroski

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judith Kopka
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristen Landry
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Taleana Cooper
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Willden

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paula Kennedy
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gregory Tom
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wade Hofer

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dorothy Granger

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gwendolyn Lemon
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Denise Young

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Philip Lane
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carmen Garcia
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Melinda Valenzuela

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Cocetti

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janice Snyder
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Jennifer Eumurian

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Greta Seibel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

My children are not equipped to change in a locker room with person who identifies as a girl. I'm teaching my children to respect there bodies. They are called private for a reason and should not be violated.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vanessa Berntson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeannie Hedges
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tawnya Kikawa
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I personally am sickened when I read about these deplorable actions that this current administration plans to take. These plans are terroristic and anti-American! Truly INSANE !!!!

Thank you,

Mr. Dan Hurst
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Wald
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Gender education is the right of parents to provide, as they see fit and at precisely what age is appropriate. This is clearly the right of parents and NOT the job of the federal or local government. I have a granddaughter now and my hopes for her are that her parents and influential family members will be able to exert their rights and responsibilities to educate her in the way that THEY feel appropriate.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Do not let the federal government strip parents of their rights.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ann Thomas
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Margo Emmert
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janene Wilson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Sam Wingerd

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leah Brassell

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patti Showalter

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Hammes

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Becky Pius
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Arlon Fishburn
(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gail Agreen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. We have got to protect girls privacy by not allowing boys in restrooms and locker rooms We also need to protect boys from the temptation to take advantage of these situations.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joy McKinley
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Don Olson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Shirley M. Mitchell
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Biological males are different from females and have an advantage over them. Let girls compete with girls and trans males compete among themselves.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. These woke ideologies are not healthy for children. We are created male or female period; no other option. Trying to go against our biology at birth leads to misery, and often, suicide. Doctors and counselors must be allowed to help kids work through their identity struggles. Just as we do not allow kids to drink alcohol or drive before 21 years old & 16, respectively, they are not mentally mature enough to make decisions about their bodies, and they should not be made to doubt the gender they were born with, but rather affirmed in it.

Thank you,
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Gary Matthews"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 23:10:24 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Matthews

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

The Title IX Amendments were crafted to give educational opportunities to biological women and girls.

Follow the biological science in the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Oppose the redefinition of the law.

Support rights of parents to teach their children about sex. No radical gender ideologies should be in schools and is NOT the role of the federal government.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Chin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Fulwiler
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Ghostley

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss April Slater
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Richelle Hertzog
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Morrisey
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brian Capone

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Albertina Brea
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Would you like your daughter who has worked so hard be cut out by some boy?

Would you like your daughter in the same bathroom as some guy who has decided to be a girl?

Be honest please vote against allowing these things.

Thank you,

Alice Reese

(b)(6)
Thank you,

Mrs. Alice Reese

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Degelau
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Draughon

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Rosa Rodriguez
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindi McFadden

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Hawkins
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Angelina Randolph

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Beverly Omell
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Darlene Mahowald
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ann Conway
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Helen Titiriga
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Peggy Boyett
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Zita Nix
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Teresa Bohanan
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Christopher Cagna

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Jiawei Xiao"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 22:40:21 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jiawei Xiao

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Crystal Anderson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. P.L. Allen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cheryl Scher
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Peggy Garcia

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lian Chen

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lian Chen

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I believe that rights of young women are being undermined by allowing transgender young men to compete in female sporting events. This is completely unfair to the women who have worked hard to achieve excellence in their sport. Biologically, males generally have significant advantages over females athletically.

Secondly, allowing transgender young men into young women's locker rooms is extremely insensitive to the modesty of young women, not to mention morally wrong. This is not OK. There needs to be other accommodations for the transgender students that do not infringe upon the rights of other students.

Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide and leave these decisions to the local school boards.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Mickelson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karla Franks
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Joyce Bathke

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. JC Mayfield
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia MacGloan

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra McCarty
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Simpson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jane Blake
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a women, daughter, mother and advocate for women, you MUST stop this radical agenda!!!

SHC

Thank you,

Ms. Suzanne Cortez
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lindsay Lontine

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carol Treventi

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John and Sue Rettig
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirley Gerace
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brian Weeden

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. Please.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I am a concerned parent and a voter.

Thank you,

Mr. Dave Leclair

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Virginia Griffiths
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. John Nelson

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "David Nash"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>

Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 22:10:19 -0500 (CDT)

To: T9PublicHearing

Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity


May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Nash
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse: harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. sharon smith
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Frazier

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

It would be unwise to change this Title IX from the original intention of benefiting women and girls so that it goes instead to boys even if they think they are girls which they are not. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Gordon

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Hietbrink
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael McGarry

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Foster
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please keep children safe.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carolyn Pinke

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sigifredo Bustos"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 22:10:19 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Sigifredo Bustos
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jason Shi
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual
Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving
enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title
IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational
opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the
Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of
this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far,
have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and
steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if
schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels
with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This
Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at
sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.
And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not
force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender
ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender
ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Smith
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amber Olson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse– harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfuly, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights– including rights of parents to teach their children about sex– must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Meharg
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Johnson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marsha Nelson

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I strongly oppose this teaching. We pulled our kids from public schools due to this and it is not right. Let kids be kids and not fill their heads with confusing ideas.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Urabe
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Fazio

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Owen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Judith Costello

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Treva Clowe
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Nancy Heller

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bonnie Schlagel

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patti White
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph Basile

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am very concerned about title IX, this is totally disgusting and immoral to open little children up to even knowing no less making decisions about their gender. Also having them share locker rooms and bathrooms, and then let males into women's sports because they think there are girls how ungodly. God will destroy our country for being so wicked and ungodly! I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Faltermeier
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paul (Karen) Hitchcock

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).”

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carolyn Gilbert

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. J Jacob
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Krista McDaniel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stacy Mcintosh

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Huehls

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Russell Fenrich
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Krista McDaniel
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lori Napier

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jessica Theis
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Terran Metts
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lisa Thiele
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Mantyla
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

The government has no place in allowing biological boys to be sharing facilities with girls where they may expose themselves to those girls. The majority of this nation's people would whole heartedly agree with that statement. The government should represent the will of the majority of the nation on this subject just as it should on any other subject.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. As I stated these ideologies do not represent those of the vast majority of this nation and should therefore not be implemented. This country's mode of operation was formed as a government were the majority rules. Let the majority therefore decide what should be allowed. This should be specially true when it comes to how we raise out children.
Thank you,

Mr. Edward Toomajian

(6)(b)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Anderson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lois Anderton
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

The constitution states, that the U.S government, is supposed to be a government for and by the people—not for and by the small minority. I am writing, concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

When the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. There are so many stressor on young girls already, please do not add another.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Degen
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eugene Nardi
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Boltz
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larry Propp
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sherrie Owens"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 22:10:18 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherrie Owens

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Yalin Chiu

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kim Benson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. J Curtiss

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Karen Cook"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Fri, 28 May 2021 21:40:17 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Cook

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity. The Education Department has no place to attempt to implement such a radical agenda. These ideas are a mockery; to God's creation of male and female.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Toler

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Royer
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I have 3 granddaughters. I am concerned for their safety, privacy in showers and locker rooms, and that they will Not be taught radical sexual ideology that is trying to be pushed on the American public. It is Not the place of the government to force this on us. Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected.

Also, I want my granddaughters to have a fair chance to complete in sports against other girls-- not be robbed by boys taking over their sports, robbing them of chances for titles and sports scholarships.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joy Coppess

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristy Harrang
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jonathan Brundage
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tom Goodwin
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

God created us. He created us Male and Female. Period. To not redirect children and teens to that fact when they are confused about their identity is a sin. And sin is judged, by our Creator. We choose to follow Him or not, to trust Him or not, to believe in Him, or not. The choice is ours but we had better not take children down with us because of our pride and ignorance lest it be better for us that a millstone be tied around our neck and drowned than to face the judgement that comes for leading a child astray. You had better think about this idea a bit longer before you decide to lead more children astray. May you come to repentance and choose God over yourself.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.
God created us. He created us Male and Female. Period. To not redirect children and teens to that fact when they are confused about their identity is a sin. And sin is judged, by our Creator. We choose to follow Him or not, to trust Him or not, to believe in Him, or not. The choice is ours but we had better not take children down with us because of our pride and ignorance lest it be better for us that a millstone be tied around our neck and drowned than to face the judgement that comes for leading a child astray. You had better think about this idea a bit longer before you decide to lead more children astray. May you come to repentance and choose God over yourself.

Thank you,
Barb Kraemer

(b)(6)

Thank you,
Mrs. Barbara Kraemer

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Wendy Castonguay
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeff Davies

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terri Kaufmann

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Blaine Boyd
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirlene M Kazmaier
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. DJ Graham
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marsha Bowers

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lin Bi
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Naomi Haycock

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Lukas

(b)(6)
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Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas West
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Daniel Christian

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Anderson
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Fitzpatrick

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Sarah Klein

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

It is a biological fact that males are inherently stronger than females. When a born male decides he really is a female and then decides he wants to compete in female sports, these transgender males have a huge advantage over female just for the fact that they were born male even with the meds he take to become or look like a female.

This is a huge injustice to born females. Get back to the basics. Most every man, woman, and child

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rancy Sharp

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karla Whitney
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Edwina Njos
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brian Bucher

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Cranford

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karie Feigenbaum
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Bowers
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored.

This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Vern Blanchette

(b)(6)
May 28, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristin Blizzard

(b)(6)